Open Track Program
We have been offering open track events for qualified drivers since 1990. Our
goal has always been to provide a safe and enjoyable experience for all
participants. To help insure a quality product track protocols have been
developed that we expect all drivers to practice.
We believe that a safe track environment requires all drivers understanding
and consistently practicing the protocols established for our events. Drivers
who are unpredictable and/or choose not to conform to established track
protocols are a safety hazard to others. We are very much aware of how a
few drivers behaving badly can ruin an event for everyone.
Skills/attribute all open track drivers must have include
1. all basic driving skills must be “automatic”.
2. Must be comfortable driving off-line.
3. 360 degree track awareness at all times.
4. Able to take and receive late point-byes into corners
5. Knows and understands car control
6. Always uses good judgment
7. Is a problem solver, not a problem maker
8. Is respectful of others.
Our open track schedule gives participants up to 5½ hours of track time each
day. There are four ½ hour sessions within the day when our intermediate
students are on track. While the intermediate students are on track time is
scheduled in the classroom for drivers who want to share their videos or
track data with a veteran racer/driver. Everyone can benefit from the services
of a coach. There are also times when it is beneficial to meet with the entire
open track group while the students are on track.
With 
trackmasters
you are more than just a name on a list. We truly want to
provide you with the best possible open track experience. We are confident
that our emphasis on consistent track protocols, the assessment of all new
participants, our no tolerance policy towards deviant behavior on track and
the availability of coaching puts us a cut above the rest. Come join our family.

trackmasters.com

